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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.

Shamcock
Spicy Bear

Feb-2020
Apr-2020

We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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CH3 – News – Events

CH3 Xmas Party
Were you there?? Lets see……

Athlete seen running away from Port and Cheese
stop!! – A sinner to be sure!!!!!
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Hangover Blues is clear on directions!!
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Unknown tribal gathering!!
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Some sort of ritual ceremony??????

Run No: 2120

Date: 19-May-2019
Venue: Bendysh Hall, Radwinter, CB10 2UA
Hares: The Earl of Pampisford & Hold It For Me
Scribe: Hold It For Me
When The Earl asked me to be his co-hare I was curious to find out where the run would
be on his vast estates. It turned out to be an idyllic location at Bendysh Hall, Radwinter,
land that is owned by The Earl’s second cousin. Had The Earl not chosen a pub to start
the run? No, he decided to have a bring and share picnic day.
The Trail
A fabulous location with well marked footpaths, two large woods to play with, very
convenient parking and a lovely picnic area. And he had even provided a fully working
porcelain toilet offering privacy and comfort for those unwilling to brave the fresh air
and nettles. (According to Harriettes feedback).
The Hash
The pack set off in ideal hashing weather conditions and duly arrived at the first
checkpoint. Antar called On On along one of the many treacherous turnbacks (no
surprise there). The trail crossed fields, zig zagging this way and that way, everyone
confused as to which direction they were heading. The well laid trail finally entered the
wooded area. Loads of tracks, plenty of checkpoints, false trails, turnbacks and
checkbacks all helping to keep the pack together. Emerging from the woods, the pack
had to negotiate a wide, deep and shiggy ditch by means of a four inch wooden pole
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which became rather slippery resulting in Legover and Jonah Dick pulling stricken
hashers to safety. Back in to the woods again, out over the fields, woods again and
onwards to the meeting point picnic area.
The Picnic
After we had laid the trail The Earl and I were pretty much in need of refreshment as we
had both omitted to bring any drink etc. As we stood there thirsty and even more thirsty
a white (appearingly) driverless car approached. Had modern technology reached
Radwinter? No, as the vehicle came closer we could see it was Only Me, later to be
renamed “The Beck Row Catering Co.” No sooner parked, Only Me got out a stove, boiled
a kettle and made a much appreciated hot beverage. With everyone getting their
hampers and drinks out, a good time ensued. Mutha Tucka made a great impersonation
of Baer Grylls cooking a grey squirrell on his mobile BBQ. The Beck Row Catering Co.
produced lettuce, tomatoes, pickles, cheese and a whole roast chicken laid out on two
picnic tables complete with cutlery and plates. Kermit was very pleased with his Gala
Pie, it was extra large and half the price.
The Circle
Don’t remember much about this but Down Downs were given to The Hares, Taxidermist
for leaving his food and drink at home, Legover and Jonah Dick for chivalry – rescuing
hashers at the ditch. Apart from that everything was a blur. A great day was had by all.

Run No: 2142

Date: 20-Oct-2019
Venue: Grafham Trout, Grafham
Hares: Slaphead &
Scribe: U Bend
The RA was away, with most of the CH3 committee, enjoying the rain which
he had organised for North Wales. In the meantime Pedro, as stand in RA, did
a magnificent job of keeping the sun shining. He also proved ambidextrous
also acting as stand in Hash Flash, Hash Cash, and Beer Master .
The Hare was knackered ...he had been out slipping and sliding in the mud
for hours to set a wonderful trail. It was particularly picturesqueek. We
followed around the edge of Grafham Water, watching the sailing boats out
for a Sunday race, then into the Wild Woods, but I saw no stoats. Determined
to make sure we had a good workout and build up a proper thirst the hare
took the trail UP and UP a hill across a ploughed field. So we clod clod cloded
ON IN.
Returning to the Grafham Trout was a joy. A community run establishment,
cosy, friendly and welcoming.
ON ON
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Festive message from Great Uncle Bob!!
Cambridge Hash House Harriers
Run No. 2139 – The AGPU – The Red Lion, Brinkley
Hares – School Boys Dream and Jonah Dick
Scribe – The Earl of Pampisford.
For the second year running the AGPU was held at The Red Lion at Brinkley. As the pack
started arriving a Youngs coach pulled up and a very grumpy Gorilla disembarked. I
enquired “what’s up”? He replied “I booked a fucking great coach at enormous cost for
50 people to pick up”. “Brilliant” was my response “so how many have you got then?”.
“Eleven of the bastards!!!!!” and off he went.
As the pack gathered to be ready for the off, the heavens opened and everyone dashed to
put wet weather gear on * The pack set off and soon after reached the 1st checkpoint.
They were running about like headless chickens (all going well then). Your scribe then
found himself front running (it didn’t last). As usual I SCB’d and quickly found the drink
stop manned by the loveable Mutha Tucka. I say drink stop but after tasting the wine I
would have given it to a decorator (it was like fucking paint stripper). Later we were
joined by Gorilla (in a better mood) and Lightning. I heard that the run was most
enjoyable and well laid – well done hares.
The GM explained that we would be having the normal circle first and food to follow with
the AGPU circle preceding the entertainment which would round off proceedings.
The Run Circle
Downs Downs were given out as follows:The Hares – for a well laid trail
Gorilla – for being Grumpy
The beer was so good that I can’t remember any others.
The Refreshments
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Our outgoing GM clearly explained where and how the food and drink would be served.
Beer from one bar and wine from the other. No G & T owing to the over indulgence by
Harriettes, who will remain nameless, last year. This was a great idea and there was
plenty to go round. The landlady produced a wonderful meal of curry and
accompaniments which everyone enjoyed in the warm, dry and comfortable
surroundings.
The AGPU circle
Big Leg, our outgoing GM called everyone together for proceedings to begin. Apparently
no committee meetings were held in the past year which our outgoing GM should be
commended for given that the year has run brilliantly with all traditional runs taking
place seamlessly, especially the Mystery Run. This was acknowledged by the
presentation of a bouquet of flowers. The lack of committee meetings could also account
for the re-election of the following (i.e. there was no way of opposing):Edit Hare – Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash – While You’re Down There
Hare Raiser – It’ll Come Off
Web Master – El Rave
Hash Stats – Pedro
Beer Master – Benghazi
Haber Dash – Slaphead
Hash Flash – Paparazzi
Song Master – Taxidermist
Hash Horn – Muff Diver
All the above received a Down Down (that was one each, they didnt have to share)
It’ll Come Off then presented the Hare of the Year shield to Paparazzi. Not only for the
most runs for but for great drink stops, breaking her arm while recceing a trail and then
laying it singlehandedly (with El Rave).
Klinger was also presented with a Hare of the Year trophy (for showing great resilience
and great age) in the form of a teddy which had been held in custody by The Earl who
had received it in bygone days.
It was noticeable that excitement was mounting as we came nearer to the time when the
more serious positions would be filled. And they were as follows:Joint Mistresses – U Bend and Paparazzi
Joint Masters – Blowback and Wrong Way
RA – Jetstream
These good (stupid) folk received there down downs with pride together with the
outgoing folk who were simply relieved.
Now who was going to get the top jobs ????
To great cheers it was announced that Mr and Mrs Halse aka Klinger and Klingon would
be our Grand Master and Grand Mattress for the forthcoming year. Klinger was
delighted and proceeded to get even more pissed.
Entertainment
Entertainment for the remainder of the afternoon was provided by the On On band and
Perry (never fails to get a good laugh). Thanks to all of them.
It was a hugely enjoyable day. A lot of alcohol was consumed, the food and
entertainment were great and then ……………………………………….
Gorilla’s coach left for home and there were only 10 people onboard !!!!!
*I understand that Kermit the RA resigned last week. The moral being – don’t fuck with
the RA
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Runs for January 2020
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2153: 05-Jan-2020
Crown, Litlington, Royston, SG8 0QB
Hares Kermit

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Run No. 2154: 12-Jan-2020
Red Lion, Cherry Hinton, CB1 9JP
Hares Double Top & Three Swallows
Run No. 2155: 19-Jan-2020
Hares Antar
Run No. 2156: 26-Jan-2020
Hares El Rave & Paparazzi

Grand Master - Klinger
Joint Masters - Blowback & Wrong Way
Religious Advisor - Jetstream
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Grand Mattress - Klingon
Joint Mattresses - U Bend & Paparazzi
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Taxidermist
Hash Horn - Muff Diver
Fat Controler - Gorilla
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